




Where Glamour Meets Creativity
In recent years, students of Marbella 
Film School have been actively 
involved in the  Marbella International 
Film Festival taking up a variety of 
roles in the organisation process as 
well as attending the event as actors 
and nominees. 
Last year, we got to celebrate Estefania 
Villaespesa winning the Best 
Actress award for her outstanding 
performance in ‘Dark Light’ - written 
and directed by Damian Chapa. 
In addition to her acting career, 
Estefania is also the co-founder of 
Marbella Film Academy, playing a 
pivotal role in creating opportunities 
in the local film industry.

We anticipate this year’s festival to be just as exciting and successful. 
‘Room 4D’ - an entirely locally produced thriller got selected for the film festival, featuring 
many of our talented students.
In particular, we have high hopes for Sarah Spendlove, the female lead, to take home an 
award this time.
Mark your calendars, ‘Room 4D’ will be screened at the Marbella International Film 
Festival between the 5th and the 9th of October.

Meanwhile, here is what Estefania had to say after winning the award last year: 

Congratulations on winning an award for Best Actress!
How was the filming experience? 

I had a great time during 
the production. It was 
definitely a big challenge 
to play the role of a 
woman with a mental 
disorder. She had eight 
personalities and spoke 
in several languages, but 
at the same time, to me, 
that was the most exciting 
part.

How did being a student at Marbella Film School contribute to your success? 

Actors are required to constantly improve their skillset. A few years ago, I was fortunate 
to join Marbella Film School and take part in several training courses to further hone my 
skills when it comes to self-tape auditions and authentic on-screen performance. Joining 
their classes has certainly boosted my confidence as an actress.
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Future biopic

Drew Barrymore wants 
actress Joey King to play her 
in a movie.

Actor Lee Pace has recently gotten married to his now husband Matthew Foley. The 
couple started seeing each other during 2017 and since that year they have kept the 
relationship somewhat private to the public eye. We wish nothing but happiness to the 
married couple!

Singer Olivia Rodrigo wore 
this trendy lacey mini dress 
for her latest concert.

Satin and lace

Happy for him!

Flower power Surrounded by love

Dripping in diamonds

Mariah Carey was seen with 
her boyfriend carrying fan 
gifts at New York City.

Sabrina Carpenter looked 
stunning at the VMAs in this 
70s inspired dress.

Singer Taylor Swift was awarded at the VMAs and used that opportunity to announce 
the release of her upcoming album. Despite being in the middle of re-recording her 
entire discography, this new album ‘Midnight’ will be full of brand new songs.
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Jennifer Aniston makes rare 
appearance on social media 
with this vacation pic.

Singer Joe Jonas and actress 
Sophie Turner celebrated his 
33rd birthday in Miami.

Beachy paradiseCouple birthday

New chapter

Model Emily Ratajkowski has split from her now ex husband Sebastian Bear-McClard, 
after more than 4 years of marriage. Since then she has been spotted out and about New 
York and on social media and it seems that she’s relying on friends during these times.
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Actress Millie Bobby Brown 
recently enrolled at Purdue 
University.

Michael B. Jordan showed off 
his muscles at the ‘The Rings 
of Power’ premiere.

Beauty and brainFresh out the gym

Marriage stories

Hailey Bieber has shared her thoughts on health and marriage after these difficult times. 
She said that the marriage is working since both of them are putting the same ammount 
of effort and caring for each other. She went on by saying that you don’t have to have 
everything figured out before marriage, but rather figure it out together while on it.
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Rebel Wilson and Ramona 
Agruma attended J. Klein‘s 
Day of Indulgence party.

Singer Doja Cat showed off 
her newly shaved head with 
this urban bikini ensemble.

Happy couple!Shocking look

Britney Spears has 
teamed up with legend 
Elton John and the 
two have released a 
remastered version of 
his song tiny dancer. 
This song which is 
doing great on the 
charts marks the first 
musical project of 
the American singer 
after six years and her 
infamous legal battle 
with her family.

Legends 
reunited
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Kim K wore silver tones 
to show up at her sister’s 
Kendall 818 launch party.

Actress Angelina Jolie chose 
this comfy white dress to run 
errands in Los Angeles.

The future is nowLowkey stroll

Tired of rumours

Rapper Cardi B has had enough of people especulating about her relationship with 
Offset after rumours started circulating that he had cheated on her with another singer. 
Cardi has gone to twitter and claimed that everything in her relationship is public and 
there is no hidden affairs or problems whatsoever.
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Olivia Bella - Content 
Creator at Marbella Film 
School
Olivia is originally from Hungary, 
however, she has been living and 
working
internationally for many years. 
She is a writer and published 
author with a background in 
acting and photography. 

Nicole Moerland - Founder of 
Marbella Film School
Nicole is of Dutch and Indonesian descent 
born in Holland and raised in Andalucia, 
Spain, and attended Aloha College.  In 
2004, she attended the prestigious Stella 
Adler Academy of Acting in Los Angeles 
and graduated in 2007. She has worked 
and lived in Holland, Spain, UK and USA 
gaining invaluable experience working 
with some of the world’s most talented 
Actors and Directors including Rutger 
Hauer at The Film Factory, as well as 
Director, Peter Yates. She founded the 
Perth Film School (Australia) & Marbella 
Film School (Spain). She speaks fluent 
Dutch, Spanish, English and is learning 
Bahasa Indonesian.

What does the Marbella 
Film Academy stand for?

My sister, Mariadel Villaespesa, 
who is a movie director based 
in Los Angeles and I created 
the Marbella Film Academy, 
a cultural organisation to 
promote the local film industry 
and to establish Marbella as the 
Hollywood of Europe.

The Academy has been part 
of several international 
film productions, training 
programmes and events.

What is your vision for the film industry in Marbella?

I believe that filmmaking is about painting with light. Andalusia or “The Land of Light” as it 
was called by the Moors, has the most perfect lighting for movie production. Not only that, 
but on average, we have three hundred and twenty days of such light every year, virtually 
the same as in Hollywood!

Furthermore, the South of Spain has such stunningly beautiful locations and breathtaking 
landscapes. It has established film studios, with all the necessary equipment, crew and acting 
talent ready to go. Andalusia is a dream come true for any movie production company.
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No rush in love

Christina Aguilera and her 
fiancé have no plans to get 
married even after 12 years.

Jennifer Lawrence looked 
summery and fresh last week 
out and about NYC.

Cruel summer

Girl next door

Singer Shakira is going through difficult times lately, with her tax situation with the 
Spanish government and now the split with soccer player Piqué. regarding this last one, 
he seems to have found a new partner already, which is making the situation harder.
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Shania Twain wore this fun 
country inspired look for the 
ACM red carpet.

Kylie Jenner was joined by 
her whole family for a new 
cosmetic line launch party. 

Trouble on set

Let’s go girls!Thematic family

Olivia Wilde, who is directing the upcoming film ‘Don’t Worry Darling’, revealed that 
she had to let go of Shia Labeouf from the cast of said project because of his behaviour. 
Shortly after, his ex-girlfriend put forward claims of assault against him, which seems to 
reinforce Olivia’s decision. The actress and dirctor wishes him ‘health and evolution’.

Dua Lipa wore this flowy 
dress for the wedding of 
Simon Porte Jacquemus.

Colin Farrel has started 
filming for his upcoming 
show called ‘Sugar’.

Busy scheduleA vision in white

The winners are here

This year’s MTV VMAs were, as usual, a show to remember. The main awards were 
given to various artists like Taylor Swift for Music Video of the Year, Bad Bunny for 
Artist of the Year and Billie Eillish for song of the year with ‘Happier Than Ever’.
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Rihanna looked stunning 
getting out of her appartment 
in this deep green shade.

Emerald diva

The barbie of rap

More is more

Lil Nas X made an statement 
at the MTV VMA’s black 
carpet with this look.

Nicki Minaj received the VMA award in recognition to her music trajectory during the 
past decade. In her speech she thanked fans and advocated for the importance of mental 
health. After that, she performed a fun 10-minutes medley of all her hit songs.

After years of marriage, Jessica 
Alba revealed that she met her 
husband unexpectedly in the 
midst of filming.

Margot Robbie chose this 
bubblegum pink two piece for 
the last day of filming for the 
Barbie movie.

A love storyBarbie Malibu

Cheers to them

Hollywood couple Nick Jonas & Priyanka Chopra celebrated the actress 40th birthday 
with a trip to the beaches of México. While still learning on how to be the perfect 
parents of a beautiful little girl, Nick shared sweet pictures and messages to congratulate 
his wife.
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Hypopressives is a fun way of working 
and improving your core, pelvic floor 
and posture, want to know more?
 
During our one-to-one training you 
will learn how breathing and postural 
techniques can create positive changes 
in your core, pelvic floor and posture. 
This is based on the techniques of 
UK Hypopressives. The training is 
particularly popular with females that 
want to improve pelvic floor and core 
strength to assist their activities (walking, 
running, jumping, kicking, lifting, ect.), as 
well as for women who found that pelvic 
floor exercises alone did not address their 
issues either post birth or later in life.

Our very own Chiropractor, Angelika Durrant, is a trainer for Hypopressives and 
registered with UK Hypopressives and the Global Hypopressives Alliance. Angelika 
practiced Taekwon-Do in the UK on a competitive level when she became aware that 
pelvic floor issues are common amongst female athletes. A scientific review found that 
Urinary incontinence (UI) is a prevalent condition in mostly women whether they exercise 
professionally or not. The most common symptom is stress UI (SUI) a simple description 
of SUI is when urine leaks out during any activity that increases abdominal pressure. It 
is reported in a large variety of sports and may interfere with everyday life or training, 
leading athletes to change or compromise their performance or risk compromising it.

Book your exclusive training:
 
This way to stronger pelvic floor musculature and core strength! Learn and enjoy this 
exercise technique first hand with a trainer in a one to one session. We recommend 2 
– 4 sessions over 12 weeks to learn and apply the right technique. Or if you are already 
practicing Hypopressives, use this appointment as a one to one master class.
 
Once booked, sit back and think: Yippieh! It’s the Hypopressives one to one! Come in 
your gym clothes or something casual as we will be on the exercise mat.
 
Appointment details: One to one training (up to 1 hour) Only 100€

costaspine_marbella CostaSpine
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Demi Lovato showed her 
support to Shawn Mendes after 
his decision to quit touring for 
a while.

Time off

Singer and actress 
Selena Gomez 
turned 30 years old 
this past month 
and she decided to 
celebrate with close 
friends. In a picture 
that she uploaded 
to her social media 
we could see her 
being all smiles 
sharing a table with 
Taylor Swift. Their 
friendship has been 
one of the strongest 
in the industry over 
the last years.

Comfy look

Gwyneth Paltrow wore 
bright yellow pyjamas for the 
GoopGlow Launch Event.

Just between  
good friends
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alvaropuerma
Alvaro Puerma Martínez

Hoy os traemos 4 ejercicios que pondrán a prueba tu condición física, hazte con una 
soga de guerra y a por ello!!! 

1. Battle rope squat: Trabajaremos por tiempo durante 6 minutos, donde 40” estaremos 
en movimiento haciendo hondas con la cuerda y 20” parados. Descansa 2’ al fin del 
último y a por el próximo ejercicio!!!

Today we bring you 4 exercises that will test your physical condition, get yourself a war 
rope and go for it!!!

1. Battle rope squat: We will work by time for 6 minutes, where we will be moving for 
40” doing slings with the rope and 20” standing.  Rest 2 ‘at the end of the last one and 
for the next exercise!!!

4. Battle rope abs: Trabajamos por tiempo, 8 minutos 
donde en cada minutos tenemos que hacer 20 
repeticiones cambiando la cuerda de lado con los pies 
levantados. 

4. Battle rope abs: We work for time, 8 minutes where 
in each minute we have to do 20 repetitions changing 
the rope to the side with our feet raised.

2. Battle rope plank: Trabajaremos por tiempo 
durante 6 minutos, haciendo 20” en un lado, 
20” al otro lado y 20” parado, mi consejo es 
que empieces por tu lado más débil. Descansa 
2’ al fin de la última y a por el siguiente!!

2. Battle rope plank: We will work by time 
for 6 minutes, doing 20” on one side, 20” on 
the other side and 20” standing, my advice is 
to start with your weakest side.  Rest 2 ‘at the 
end of the last one and for the next one!!work 
as in the first block.

3. Battle rope lunges: Uno de mis 
favoritos!! Trabajaremos por tiempo 
durante 6 minutos, esta vez haremos 
30” alternando de pierna y lado como 
en la imagen y 30” parados. Disfruta 
este!! Y al fin de la última descansa 2’ 
y a por el último ejercicio!!

3. Battle rope lunges: One of my 
favorites!!  We will work for time for 
6 minutes, this time we will do 30” 
alternating legs and sides as in the 
image and 30” standing.  Enjoy this!!  
And at the end of the last one rest 2 
‘and for the last exercise!!

SI QUIERES APRENDER MÁS SOLO TIENES QUE 
CONTACTAR CONMIGO

IF YOU WANT TO LEARN MORE YOU 
JUST HAVE TO CONTACT ME

BATTLE ROPE WORKOUT!!! 
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JUTE rugs are soft & add texture to home floors. A jute rug combines with virtually any type of 
decoration. You can find handmade rugs braided manually with natural or dyed jute fibres.

SISAL is a more resistant material than jute and can hide wear. Its ideal for use in areas where 
there is a lot of traffic.

Discover what’s next in design with color trends, materials, 
and styles that will prevail in our lifestyles and decor.

The product you need to bring adventure and creativity to your childrens play area.

With its fun features, this playground will help kids keeping exercised by giving them 
gymnastic equipment and dynamic elements.
Featuring different elements such as a rock wall, a swing chair, slide, and even a climbing rope.

A Renaissance architecture aesthetic is now returning 
to interior design. Applied to architecture, furniture 
design, and decorative elements.
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A decor trend consequence from the pandemic times, having one perfect statement wall, 
proper for video calls or recording content for the online world.

Here at Lord Designs Interiors, we are big fans of “Statement” Mural Walls. We appreciate 
the importance of a special feature wall.

In 2023, the nature chapter trend will 
have a link between wellness being 
with organic and cozy materials, 
rather than the obvious “green 
walls” which we have seen now for 
many years. Materials such as wool, 
cotton, clay, velvet, and ceramics are 
key elements for a smooth organic 
environment. More of an Earthy, 
subtle and soft colour pallet will be 
the way forward.

We are in love with the KHMARA 
pendant lamp, designed by Volker 
Haug. The KHMARA lamp is 
like a spherical cloud, designed 
to illuminate the interior in a 
gentle way. In one of our lastest 
projects we installed a jumble of 
KHMARA lamps, where they 
sophisticatedly transformed the 
ceiling into a vast expanse of sky, 
illuminating the surrounding 
space with a soft light
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This will be a trending topic in the next interior design season. For its iconic 70’s 
revival, and its whimsical effects. Applied in shapes or prints. 

You can never go wrong with a Mid Century Mushroom Lamp. We love this version in Luxe 
Gold. A great feature for any side board.

A favourite collection 
of ours at the moment 
is the beautiful 
Scandinavian 
wallcovering book 
“Gronhaga” by Midbec. 
Designs containing 
stories about small and 
large adventures for the 
whole family – helping 
your imagination to 
take excursions both 
as daydreams and as 
fascinating stories.
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A very important 
trend for hospitality 
design! The Instagram 
generation will tend 
to appreciate more 
eye-catching interiors 
for sharing on their 
accounts. Full of colors 
and geometrics.

We are particularly proud to 
share with you images of a 
recently completed project 
in Alhambra Hill Club. Here 
in the living area we used a 
neautral colour pallet, but 
applied movement and interest 
through a combination of 
patterns & textures. 
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An already very loved hue, used from fashion to interior 
design, it’s coming back as the star color of 2023.

For a minimal 
aesthetic, this decor 
trend will be an 
ongoing trend, 
with special use 
for bathrooms and 
kitchens. With subtle golden accents.

One of our new behaviors. The need for an isolated corner,  whether for working/calls, but also for the need for calm and concentration. A private sociable club.

www.lorddesigns.com    Lord Designs Interiors
Carretera A7 Cadiz-Malaga KM. 164,500, Urb. Playa de la Cancelada CP 29688 Estepona
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Global phenomenon Rosalía shared how touring and her now hectic lifestyle has 
affected the ways she takes care of herself. The singer went on by highlighting the 
importance of skincare discipline for all of her appearances. She is currently touring all 
around the world promoting her latest record ‘Motomami’.

Keanu Reeves surprised fans at 
the 2022 Comic-Con with the 
announcement of his upcoming 
John Wick movie.

Actress Vanessa Hudgens 
just purchased a $7.5 million 
mansion in Los Angeles.

Keeps on givingNew place

Touring health
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The new Mercedes-AMG SL, the new 
edition of an icon, returns to its roots with a 
classic soft top and sporty character. At the 
same time, the luxurious roadster as a 2+2 
seater is particularly suitable for everyday 
use and puts its power down on the road 
with all-wheel drive for the first time. 
High-tech components such as the AMG 
ACTIVE RIDE CONTROL suspension 
with active anti-roll stabilisation, rear-axle 
steering, the optionally available AMG 
ceramic high-performance composite 
brake system and the standard-fit DIGITAL 
LIGHT with projection function sharpen 
the sporty profile. In combination with 
the AMG 4.0-litre V8 biturbo engine, this 
results in a driving experience of the highest 
order. As a consistent Performance Luxury 
model, Mercedes-AMG in Affalterbach has 
developed the SL completely independently. 
Two models with AMG V8 engines will kick 
off the market launch.

Almost 70 years ago, a sports car launched 
in Stuttgart immediately became a legend. 

The vision of expanding the potential of 
the Mercedes-Benz brand through motor 
racing successes produced the first SL as 
a result - a road-going racing sports car. 
Shortly after its début in 1952, the 300 SL 
(W194) reaped success after success on the 
race tracks of the world. 
The successful racing car was followed in 
1954 by the 300 SL production sports car 
(W198), which is called the "Gullwing" 
because of its unusual doors. Other 
highlights of the model history include the 
"Pagoda" (W113, 1963-1971), the evergreen 
R107 (1971-1989), which was built for 18 
years, and its successor, the R129, which is 
considered an automotive sculpture because 
of its striking wedge shape. The abbreviation 
"SL" to this day thus stands for one of the 
few genuine automotive icons in the world.

In the decades-long development history 
from full-blooded racing car to open-top 
luxury sports car, the new Mercedes-AMG 
SL now sets another milestone. It combines 
the sportiness of the original SL with the 

unique luxury and technological excellence 
that characterise modern Mercedes models.

"The SL is an icon: For almost 70 years, 
the distinctive sports car has delighted 
Mercedes customers of every generation 
around the world. With the rebirth of the 
roadster from Mercedes-AMG, the new SL 
more than ever remains the symbol of this 
timeless fascination”.

"The new SL combines the sporty genes of 
the original SL with the driving performance 
typical of AMG. At the same time, it offers 
luxury and comfort at the absolute top level. 
This combination is unique in the sports car 
segment and is also reflected in the interior 
- where the highest levels of comfort and 
quality meet the right helping of sportiness. 
The high-quality combination of analogue 
world and state-of-the-art digital equipment 
makes it clear that the new SL is the rebirth 
of an icon for the modern era”.

Exterior design: balanced design with 
sporty genes
Characteristic features of the body design 
are the long wheelbase, the short overhangs, 
the long bonnet, the passenger compartment 
set back with a strongly raked windscreen 
and the powerful rear end. This results in 
the typical SL proportions. Together with 
the voluminously sculpted wheel arches and 
the large alloy wheels flush with the outer 
skin, they give the roadster its powerful, 
dynamic appearance. When closed, the 
seamlessly integrated soft top underscores 
the purist, sporty impression.

The AMG-specific radiator grille emphasises 
the effect of width of the front and, with 
its 14 vertical slats, cites the ancestor of all 
SL models, the legendary 300 SL racing 
sports car of 1952. Other distinctive design 
elements include the slim, sharply outlined 
DIGITAL LIGHT LED headlamps and the 
equally extremely slim LED rear lamps.

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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The new Marsien takes the 
upgrade package to new 
heights, literally. Conceived 
by Marc Philipp Gemballa, 
son of the late Gemballa 
tuning firm owner Uwe, 
the off-road supercar is a 
modern-day interpretation 
of the iconic 959.

What is it? A 992-generation 911 Turbo S created for desert running courtesy of a 
generous 250-mm (9.8-inch) ground clearance in off-road mode or 120 mm (4.7 in) 
in on-road mode. It features a full carbon fiber body and has been designed by diehard 
Porsche fan Alan Derosier, known for his superb 908 design study.

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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Marc Philipp Gemballa teamed up with KW Automotive to give the Marsien a 
completely bespoke suspension with a double-wishbone front setup relying on solid 
piston damper tech and active control. It benefi ts from an adjustable ride height to 
switch between off -road and on-road modes while the rear suspension features a 
multi-link confi guration. Th e dampers react within 20 milliseconds to handle any 
sort of terrain.
Th e off -road supercar is powered by a Ruf-tweaked fl at-six engine with a twin-turbo 
setup producing 740 hp (552 kW) in the base confi guration and as much as 818 hp 
(610 kW) when using upgraded VTG turbochargers and a remapped ECU. Maximum 
torque for the Marsien is rated at a whopping 930 Newton-meters (686 pound-feet) 
and the vehicle is equipped with an Akrapovič titanium exhaust created specifi cally 
for this project.

Th e all-terrain machine rides on 20/21-inch centerlock forged wheels with performance 
Michelin tires for the on-road set and switches to 19/20-inch forged wheels wrapped 
in all-terrain rubber for the off -road setup. With the former set, it sprints to 62 mph 
(100 km/h) from a standstill in 2.6 seconds and maxes out at 205 mph (330 km/h). In 
off -road mode, the top speed is limited to 130 mph (210 km/h).

Only 40 dune-bashing vehicles will ever be made and more 
than half of them have already been sold. It carries a starting 
price of €495,000, which works out to approximately $583,000 
at current exchange rates. Bear in mind that doesn't include the 
donor 911 Turbo S, nor taxes or shipping costs.

By: Guillermo Fernández de Ateca Barber.
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Kim Kardashian has been 
spotted rocking this new 
platinum blonde hair do.

Kate McKinnon adressed her 
exit of SNL blaming it to her 
body feeling tired.

A change of heartBlonde era

Astronomical growth

Actress Millie Bobby Brown has cemented herself as a force to be reckon with in the 
movie scene and her salaries back this up. With $10,000 per episode when she started 
acting in the hit show ‘Stranger Things’, her upcoming salary for the sequel of the movie 
‘Enola Holmes’ will be around the number of $ 10 million.
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Flower power Surrounded by love

Dripping in diamonds

Mariah Carey was seen with 
her boyfriend carrying fan 
gifts at New York City.

Sabrina Carpenter looked 
stunning at the VMAs in this 
70s inspired dress.

Singer Taylor Swift was awarded at the VMAs and used that opportunity to announce 
the release of her upcoming album. Despite being in the middle of re-recording her 
entire discography, this new album ‘Midnight’ will be full of brand new songs.

Kate Winslet shared her beauty 
tip of using two shades of 
foundation depending on her 
menstrual cycle.

Michelle Obama has a new 
book coming this upcoming 
fall called ‘The Light We Carry’.

Glam secretsIn the making

Officially together

The couple formed by actress Anya Taylor Joy and musician Malcolm McRae may have 
gotten married in a private celebration this summer. The two started dating last year and 
might throw a bigger and more public celebration once their work schedules align.
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Katie Holmes chose this boho 
stripped maxi dress for her 
appearance at Good Morning 
America.

Ciara looked like a supermodel 
in this sleek black dress at the 
ESPYS awards.

Casual attireDazzling red carpet

Back and forth

On and off couple formed by Kendal Jenner and Devin Booker might be back together 
according to rumors. The two have been intermittently dating since 2020 and their latest 
breakup seemed to be the final one, but they have been spotted enjoying time together 
recently.
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Lupita Nyong’o awarded 
students in this purple 
dress during the NAACP 
Convention.

Gigi Hadid was a dream in 
this green look for the British 
Vogue Summer Party.

Scolarships with styleTropical tones

Low-key life

While being relatively out of the public eye since the release and promotion of her 
album, singer Adele was seen enjoying a romantic vacation with boyfriend Rich Paul 
these past weeks. The couple was joined by friends ans seemed to be enjoying the Italian 
coastline and beaches.

Jane Fonda got honest in a 
recent interview where she 
revealed that her sex life has 
gotten better with age.

Alicia Vikander revealed that 
the script for the Tomb Raider 
sequel is in the making.

Age is just a number
Exciting project

Already in the making

After the huge success of the first and second season, Netflix’s original show ‘‘Bridgerton’ 
will be returning for a thirs season. This porject is already in production and new 
storylines and additions to the cast have been confirmed by the show’s team. It is still 
quite soon to confirm a release date but looking at the profits created because of the 
series it will be released sooner than expected.
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